IUE-CIO Breaks Through in South: Plant-wide Seniority in Louisville

IUE-CIO has broken through the geographical barrier that certain CIO local unions had erected between the North and the South. In doing so, it has created a new situation in the South, which is going to have to pay closer attention to its union movement. The situation is becoming more complicated as federal aid to the South is extended to states and industries located south of the Mason-Dixon line.

IUE-CIO has 20 locals in the South, and some of them have already filed charges with the NLRB. The biggest local is in Louisville, Ky., where a plant-wide seniority agreement has been negotiated. This is the first time such an agreement has been reached in the South. The agreement covers all employees at the Louisville plant, including white-collar workers.

The agreement is the result of a long struggle between the union and the company. The union has been organizing the plant for several years, and finally succeeded in winning a majority vote in an NLRB election. The agreement was reached after several months of negotiations.

IUE-CIO's victory in Louisville is an important step in the union's drive to organize the South. The union has been active in the South for several years, and has already won several victories in the region. The Louisville agreement is a significant milestone in the union's efforts to organizing the South.
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UE 'Artist' Here Is Cartoonist For Official Communist Party Paper!
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Unity of 100,000 GE Workers Means Higher Wages and More Job Security

The following S6 GE Locals are United in IUE-CIO

Alabama: Vicksburg, Miss.
Arkansas: Little Rock, Ark.
California: Los Angeles, Calif.
Connecticut: Bridgeport, Conn.
South Carolina: Columbia, S.C.
Tennessee: Memphis, Tenn.
Texas: Houston, Tex.

The person who has been in Schenectady doing the clandestine and malicious campaign against our local 301 leaders is none other than Fred Wright. As you can see from the cartoons above, he is a cartoonist for the Daily Worker, official Communist Party newspaper in New York. Yet while Wright has this Communist line, he is paid by the IUE's money! The Daily Worker, whose motto is 'We Must Not Be Fooled' (next to the cartoon on the right), is published in New York by the Communist Party."
Here's the UE NEWS ---
A Cesspool of Communist-line "Political" Baloney

Here are sample pages of the UE News showing how the official paper of UE has been corrupted by politicians whose interest is not in the members, but in a political ideology foreign to our basic ideas, and in fact dangerous to our American democracy. Pick up any issue of the UE News — 70% of the space is devoted to political hogwash, and 20% (sometimes not that much) to issues directly on wage increases and improved conditions. Of course, with almost no members left, UE couldn't fill up 12 pages with talk about wage increases, or organization of unorganized
UE 'Artist' In All His Glory ---
Promoting The "Daily Worker"!

Here is CF's most noted Fred Wright in all his glory, operating his convenient<br>
heaven in the Daily Worker. He isn't just a<br>
illustrator. The job has been exposed many<br>
times in a Communist book. None of the<br>
other unions of UE members. But the UE<br>
National officers will never be Ate. And<br>
they don't see him list and list him as a<br>
hero of the working class.

TURBINE HASN'T CHANGED<br>OUT AT ALL HAS!

In Torrington, work as now, a good start of fighting for a strong<br>of the Union. This is the end just to start the<br>in 1923 --- It was Torrington that put the drive to kick out<br>the Flacks. Union that now has its victory in Communist.<br>in 1923 --- It was Torrington that led to the drive to kick out<br>the Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

In 1925 --- Torrington that led the drive to kick out the<br>Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

In 1928 --- Torrington that led the drive to kick out the<br>Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

In 1930 --- Torrington that led the drive to kick out the<br>Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

In 1932 --- Torrington that led the drive to kick out the<br>Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

In 1934 --- Torrington that led the drive to kick out the<br>Flacks. "We paid that start of the national and<br>nation-wide drive that started our victory in<br>Torrington."

But now, in 1934 --- Torrington --- It was one of the first ones to<br>pick the work in 1934.4,000,000 in 1934. In 1934, he<br>was one of the leaders in calling the convention on the fact that<br>"we are not to be satisfied."

For all this year for our work in the past, Fred Wright was<br>raring to go --- by the use of his daily worker under the<br>leadership of the UE.

Turbine hasn't changed. We're still in the same position. We have<br>been able to get our union from a very small, weak, militant group. And we have<br>now, thanks to the UE, to be a force for the working class.